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Debt? Whateva

Pensive snowman

Students just don’t seem to care
By LEE MORRIS
Editor

Most students are unaware
of how much debt they’re taking on, according to Linda
Tegtmeier, assistant director of
financial aid and scholarships.
She said although some
students do know how much
money they’ve taken out
in loans, “too often they’re
surprised at how much they
have.”
P a r e n t s The cost
often help
The average debt
s t u d e n t s for an MSUM
with their student is about
loans, and $23,380. Linda
there may Tegtmeier, who has
worked in the office
be a lack of of scholarship and
communica- financial aid for 16
tion between years, said it rises
them
and each term.
their children, Tegtmeier said.
Junior Carissa Hanson said
she would guess she’ll leave
college with $50,000 in debt
although she does not know
what she owes.
“My mom does all that
stuff,” Hanson said, referring
to paperwork for loans. “She
just doesn’t think I should
have to worry about it while

I’m in school.”
The business administration
major also has $3,500 in debt
on multiple credit cards.
Tegtmeier said financial aid
award letters only list how
much money students are borrowing from year to year—not
a cumulative total.
“To a degree it’s kind of
human nature to ignore that,”
she said. “If nobody’s sending
you anything saying you have
to pay this now, it’s too easy
to ignore.”
For fall 2006 graduates,
debt averaged about $23,380,
up from $20,800 two years
before.
“I’ve seen an increase in
each term,” said Tegtmeier,
who has worked in the financial aid office for 16 years.
Some students, like senior
Brent Revermann, take fewer
credits so they may work to
pay off loans during college.
“That’s just one of the reasons I took it easy, so I can
work while I’m in school,” he
said. “I haven’t been paying
much lately. It’s just trying not
to take out as many loans.”

price tag, page 4

Grasping nationals
Track team forges
path to Boston
to compete against
the best in country
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They didn’t hear me
lee morris / the advocate

Statues of snow appeared on campus late last week as flurries fell
and night classes were canceled. Sophomore Sarah Tiedeman, an
art major, created this sculpture in front of the Center for the Arts
on Thursday. It greeted theatergoers as “Cats” showed.

Week celebrates women, gays, cultures
Advocate staff reports
MSUM student senate
is hosting its first Diversity
Week March 19 through 24 to
promote equality among different groups.
Student
senator
Alex
Ellsworth, a junior, said he
came up with the idea for a
week that focuses on many
aspects of diversity because of
its importance to him.
“I know that in this country

everything is not equal at this
moment, or at least people
have bad perceptions of certain categories,” Ellsworth
said. “I think the best way
to go about changing that is
through education.”
More than 25 different presentations will take place for
the week, stocked with presenters, movies, student artwork and a faculty/student
drag show at 7 p.m. March 20

in the CMU Ballroom.
The groups discussed will be
women; gay, lesbian and transgender; the poverty-stricken;
people with disabilities, or different cultures or religions.
“There’s different weeks or
months set up for separate
minority groups,” Ellsworth
said. “I kind of wanted something to focus on all minority groups, and they have
equal representation of each

of them.”
Ellsworth said people should
notice the week’s events going
on once they return from
spring break, through posters
and other means of displaying
it across campus.
The site www.mnstate.edu/
campuslife/diversityweek
lists each event, its time and
place.
Contact us
at advocate@mnstate.edu.

‘Very few’ take advantage of extra help
Supplemental Instruction’s usage compares favorably nationally, still low
By MARIA CAMARGO
Staff Writer

Participation
for
Supplemental Instruction has
been declining in the past few
years, but is still outperform-

ing the national model.
Supplemental Instruction is
a national program used to
help students achieve in classes. It is set up for larger classes
such as biology and accounting to help students along.

jessalyn brown / the advocate

Career specialist Diane Wolter, who heads Supplemental Instruction, helps junior Allison Keller. SI aids students outside of class.

Many sections of these
classes attend the SI sessions,
which varies the attendance of
each session.
Coordinator Diane Wolter
said, “Students who attend are
typically a mix of struggling
students and high achieving
students.”
Students who participate regularly, which is five
or more times per semester,
receive grades from one-half
to nearly two full letter grades
higher than those who don’t
attend.
“We are outperforming at
the national level, but participation has declined in the past
years,” Wolter said.
At the national level, participation in this program is 10
to 20 percent. MSUM has a 24
percent participation rate.

“The sessions are completely optional, but the teachers
are extremely supportive of
it,” Wolter said.
There are many advantages
to attending sessions, such as
having a better understanding
of class materials and a more
effective approach to studying
the material rather than studying alone.
Also, the SI leaders who
conduct the sessions help
engage the students to know
more about the material.
“I believe students are taking advantage of SI,” said
Ryan Roepelle, a current SI
student leader. “It is a really
good opportunity to reinforce
the information taught in the
lecture.”
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Through the cracks
Students in mass communications professor Wayne Gudmundson’s documentary photography
class have been working both semesters this year on photographing affordable housing and
homelessness; the class is collaborating with professor Reggie Radniecki’s horizonlines.org, an
online magazine, to bring attention to the plight of low-income people in Fargo-Moorhead.

jen hilbrands / the advocate

cary knudson / the advocate

Left: Alex Wong, left, and Logan Johnk, right, build their box for the night outside First Lutheran Church in Fargo this past October. They had a 30-hour-famine and slept
in boxes to raise money for Churches United. Right: Jim Charon lives at Graver Inn Apartments, low-income housing, in Fargo.

photo courtesy sarah voegele

jon lambert / the advocate

ann tiegs / the advocate

Left: Many tools are needed for a Habitat for Humanity home. Right: A girl eats Cheerios just after breakfast time at the YWCA shelter in Fargo in September.
Left: The daughter
of Marla Kemmer
sits on her bike.
Kemmer was the recipient of a Habitat
for Humanity House
on 5th Street South
in Fargo this fall.
Right: Fowzia Adde
holds her niece,
Fatima, at her new
home in West Fargo—also a Habitat for Humanity
house.

ann tiegs / the advocate
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Security
Report
2.28-3.6

2.28 Lock out in Center for the
Arts
Student concern in CMU
3.1 911 hang up in Livingston
Lord Library
3.2 Vandalism in P Lot
911 call in Nemzek
Property damage in South
Snarr
911 hang up at Campus
Security House
3.3 Motor vehicle accident on
6 S Ave.
Vandalism in Maintenence
Building
Forcible entry and criminal
damage to property in
Delta Zeta house
Alcohol offenses in East
Snarr
3.4 Theft in Holmquist
Vandalism in Holmquist
Unsecure door in Flora
Frick
Building access in Center
for Buisness
911 hang up in Nelson
Room access in Hagen
3.5 Motor vehicle accident off
campus
Disorderly conduct in
Library
3.6 Personal injury in foundation annex
Lost item in South Snarr
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Lost jewelry found
in CMU Ballroom

A golden earring and necklace in a small box were found
in the CMU ballroom during
Nepali Night on Saturday.
If you think they may be
yours, please call (701) 3886293 or stop by the Office of
International Programs in
Flora Frick 151.

Student leader of
month announced

The Student Organization
Advisory Committee is pleased
to present Shannon Bacon
with the Student Leader of the
Month Award for March. Bacon
was nominated by Students for
Choice.
Bacon has served as a co-chair
of MSUM Students for Choice
for two years. Bacon is very
responsible and accountable.
She has outstanding organizational skills and always follows
through on her commitments.
Bacon’s ideas are innovative
and never cease to add to the
accomplishments of the group.
Bacon is a giving leader who
holds the utmost amount of
respect from all the members
of Students for Choice.
These are just a few of the
reasons why Bacon has been
awarded the Student Leader of
the Month Award for March.
Congratulations!

Ad student wins
scholarship

MSUM senior Rebecca
Loidolt received the 2007
Achievement Award at the
50th annual Advertising
Federation of Fargo-Moorhead
(FM AdFed) ADDY® Awards
on Feb. 23. The honor includes
a $500 cash award.
Each year, FM AdFed presents an Achievement Award to
a college junior or senior who
shows promise in a communications field such as advertising, graphic design, marketing
or public relations. The competition is open to students
at Concordia College, MSUM,
NDSU and MSCTC.
Loidolt carries a 3.95 grade
point average with a major in
mass communications and a
minor in marketing.

Diversity Week
March 19 to 23

MSUM’s student senate is
sponsoring its first Diversity
Week March 19 to 23 in the
CMU.
The week will be filled with
student and faculty speakers,
movies and events focusing
on religion, struggles with
disabilities, cultural diversity,
gender and more.

GLBT scholarhips
now available

The fourth annual gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender
(GLBT) Rainbow Endowed
Scholarship is now available
at MSUM.
The scholarship is available to current and incoming
undergraduate and gradu-

Amanda Braud / the advocate

MSUM seniors Tim Buer and Megan Marson go sledding at Island Park on Sunday. Buer is a life science education major and Marson is a graphic design major.

ate students who identify as
GLBT and/or are committed to service and leadership in the GLBT community.
Students must be taking a
minimum of six credits at
MSUM. Award amounts are
$500 to $1,000. The deadline
is April 1. Please find the
information and the application attached. Feel free to
contact Vice President Warren
Wiese at wiese@mnstate.edu
or Anita Bender at benderan@
mnstate.edu if you have any
questions.

Personal safety
class March 19

The MSUM Tae Kwon Do
Club is hosting a personal safety and awareness class at 6:30
p.m. on March 19. Everyone
is encouraged to come. There
will be information on preventing and observing risks
in day-to-day activities. There
will also be a short Tae Kwon
Do demo.

Basic firefighting
certification class

The MSUM student chapter of The Wildlife Society is
sponsoring a basic firefighting
certification class that’s open
to MSUM students, faculty
and staff.
The cost is $5. The training
is important for people who
will be seeking employment
in conservation or other land
management positions.
The instructor is coming
from North Dakota Forestry
Service. The MSUM chapter
is doing all of this in conjunction with the NDSU Student
Chapter of The Wildlife
Society.
The class will be held on

several dates between March
23 and April 1. For more information or to sign up, go to
wildlife@mnstate.edu.

Women’s basketball
team faces UND
MSUM will face national
power UND on Friday at
the Betty Engelstad Center
in Grand Forks, N.D. in the
opening round of the 2007
National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division II North
Central Regional tournament. Tournament starting
times will be announced later.
MSUM will pack a 21-9 record
for Friday’s showdown with
UND, 29-3.

Student org of
month announced

Students Today Leader
Forever has been honored as the March Student
Organization of the Month.
This organization has been
busy with their annual Pay it
Forward Tour, which will take
place during spring break.
With a group that consists of
10 regular members, they have
been able to recruit almost 40
MSUM members to participate on this trip. Other than
this main event, they help out
with the week of kindness and
a dance marathon.
Want to join an organization
that strives to promote initiative, a life with passion and
a belief that one student can
make a difference? Contact
them at msumstlf@hotmail.
com or go to www.stlf.net.

Faculty
book talk to be held

Join us for a discussion about
Thomas Friedman’s insightful and popular book “The
World is Flat: A Brief History
of the Twenty-first Century”
March 26 in CMU 227. This
book uses the metaphor of a
“flat world” to describe how
the world’s economic playing
field is being leveled.
Thomas Friedman, the foreign affairs columnist for The
New York Times, believes
that the rules of international
commerce and politics have
changed drastically.
He suggests that the driving
force behind world politics in
the early 21st century is a “triple convergence” of new players, on a new playing field,
developing new processes and
habits for horizontal collaboration. The discussants will
share 10 forces that Friedman
believes have “flattened” the
world and how these have
impacted our lives.

Student Academic
Conference coming

The Student Academic
Conference will be held on
April 11. Faculty and staff volunteers are needed to chair
sessions, monitor rooms and
attend the registration table.
If you would like to volunteer, please send an e-mail
with your name to Tim Decker
deckerti@mnstate.edu.

News
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Org plans cross country trek
Pay it Forward Tour takes spring break to volunteer
By ASHLEY TABORSKY
Staff Writer

Students Today Leaders
Forever is recruiting for the
2007 Pay it Forward Tour.
Although seating is limited,
there is still available room on
the bus—it’s not too late to
sign up.
From Friday through March
17, the STLF bus will travel
across the country to major
cities, completing service projects over spring break.
By participating in this
annual event, one will take
away more than just another
few sentences to write on a
résumé.
Student Julie Jacobson is

one of the main faces behind
the event’s planning.
Jacobson describes the positions of the group: “STLF does
not operate with presidents or
people with titles. We work on
a core system, a group of three
or four individuals, and work
together as a team to accomplish the tasks of the organization. I am a core member.”
As for what people can
expect from this trip, Jacobson
explains: “Our main activity of
the trip is the Pay it Forward
Tour, a spring break servicebased trip. Our main mission
is to promote initiative to
change the world, knowing
that even the smallest things
can make a big difference. We

do service projects.”
I once learned how to disasAmanda Cashman, a core semble bicycles to help a shop.
member who designed the It’s an adventure.”
Monopoly theme in a CMU
As far as personal experiwindow the group rented, ences, Jacobson speaks nothrecalls some of
ing but optimisOn the Pay it
the projects she
Forward Tour you tically.
participated in
“On each tour
will meet the most
amazing people. They are
from last tour.
I’ve been on, I
“The
ser- students that will get on a bus have met amazvice projects are to see the world, and get off ing people and
the bus to change it.
fun and differhave learned
ent every day,”
things
about
Amanda Cashman
Cashman said.
myself
and
my
STLF member
“You could be
potential that
doing anything from helping I would have never deemed
in a food bank to working possible.”
with elderly to manual labor.
“Monopoly was made in
Last year, a group went bowl- Atlantic City, and because AC
ing with handicapped people is one of our stops, we wanted
and felt the impact they made. to play off the theme, ‘Chance

“

of a lifetime to go make a difference,’” Cashman said. “On
the Pay it Forward Tour you
will meet the most amazing
people. They are students that
will get on a bus to see the
world, and get off the bus to
change it.”
If interested in signing up,
check out the national Web
site www.stlf.net, e-mail the
group at msumstlf@hotmail.
com or e-mail Cashman at
cashmaam@mnstate.edu.
Students Today Leaders
Forever is an MSUM student
organization.

Taborsky can be reached
at taborsas@mnstate.edu.

Clearing the way

MSUM grounds crews clear the Neumaier parking lot on Friday morning after campus, and the city, got a fairly heavy snowfall.

price tag, from front
Hanson said she does not
know how long it will take her
to pay off her debt.
“I haven’t really thought
about it that much,” she said.
“I know my mom’s still paying off her student loans.”
Students will spend 10 to
20 years repaying their loans,
Tegtmeier said.
“Student loans, while they
tend to be good programs,
tend to be ‘out of sight, out
of mind,’” she said. “I don’t
think it really registers, ‘Yes,’
that, ‘It’s a debt.’ (Students)
don’t have that running total
in their minds.”
Of 11 students interviewed
for this article, the majority
had some idea of what their
debt will be.

heather greunhagen / advocate photo editor

reinforcement, from front
Another issue is private
loans, including state loans, in
which there has been a boom
during the past three years,
Tegtmeier said.
Along with rising tuition,
more private lending means
the amount students pay back
will increase, as they have
increased access to funds.
The site www.nslds.ed.gov
has information on federal
loans students have taken
out. Although there is no site
for private loan information,
www.nslc.com has a loan locator, where lending organizations track information for
their borrowers.
Morris can be reached
at morrisle@mnstate.edu.

SI leaders are trained in
different learning styles, so
students can learn the subject
other than through a lecture.
Leaders are also former students of the particular class
and have been successful at
the class.
With a program on campus
readily available to students,
are they using it?
“If more people understood
how much SI actually helps,
knowing that on average it
boosts their grade at least a
plus or minus (more would
be likely to attend),” Roepelle
said.
In classes that have SI sessions, the teachers inform the
students about the various SI
sessions and the times that

they are going on.
Wolter said she gets students on a regular basis asking
for SI sessions. Even teachers
come in and ask for a session
in their classes.
Due to budget constraints
not all classes can have their
own SI session with leaders,
and the model they use is different than the national model.
“I think that very few students are taking advantage of
the program,” student Stella
Situma said. “I don’t know if
it’s due to schedule clashes, or
pure ignorance. SI is not where
people go to do homework, or
ask questions, but is more so a
study group that I lead.”
Situma used the SI sessions
when she was a freshman for

biology. After being nervous
about the class, she attended
all the sessions and it helped
her get a good grade in the
class.
Situma said: “One thing that
students need to know is that
SI is not for stupid or smart
kids, but for anyone seeking
to do better in their classes by
consolidating the information
they acquire in their classes
by going through it again and
even getting a chance to teach
or explain it to other kids.”
Although not all classes offer
SI sessions, it is perhaps something students should think
about in upcoming semesters
to go receive additional help.
Camargo can be reached
at camargma@mnstate.edu.
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Track team sends four to nationals

Three polevaulters and one high jumper off to Division II tourney
By ROBYN RHODE
Sports Editor

Assistant track coach Jon
Heath thinks his team this season is made up of some of the
best athletes he has ever had
the privilege to train, and he
has had many.
Largely responsible for
the ongoing vaulting success
story at MSUM, Heath is in his
fourth season on the Dragon
staff. He concentrates on the
pole vault crew and has developed four national qualifiers
in his first three seasons at
MSUM.
Heath built a remarkable
prep coaching record. He produced 18 Minnesota All-State
award winners, three state
champions, a national record
holder and an Olympic Trials
qualifier at Bird Island/Olivia
Lake/Lillian District (BOLD)
and Wilmar, Minn. high
schools. The 10 best vaults at
Wilmar High School all came
during his coaching tenure.
The Dragons are sending
three pole vaulters (sophomore Jennifer Hensel, senior
Brooke Wiederich and junior
Derik Brugger), and one high
jumper (sophomore Ashley
Roemer), to compete at the
NCAA Division II National
Indoor Championships on
Friday and Saturday in Boston,
Mass.
“There are five, six girls that
could win the (national) championships, and it’s the same
for the men,” Heath said.
Brugger is ranked No.
2 in the nation just behind
Kyle Dennis, a junior transfer to Abilene Christian.
Brugger won the men’s pole
vault at the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
Indoor Championships with a
jump of 4.91 meters (16-01 ¼)
even though he woke up with
a strained Achilles tendon.
“His (warm up) regiment
is very good before actual
practice or actual meet,” said
Heath, who placed fourth
in the pole vault at the 1992
National Junior Olympic
Games.
Brugger swept vault titles

Lizzie Chinander / The advocate

Junior Brooke Wiedrich is shown here running up to polevault.

at the NSIC Indoor (16-8 3⁄4) Championships set a new conand NSIC Outdoor (15-5 1⁄2) ference record, school record
last year beyond earning All- and is in the top five indoor
American honDivisionII
ors for a fourth
vaults ever.
Our goal is just to get
place finish in
“She might
them on the podium to
the pole vault prove that all their hard work was have had the
worth it.
with a flight of
fifth
best
15-6 ¼ at the 2006
vaulting hisAssistant Track Coach Jon
NCAA Division
tory but she’s
Heath
II Indoor and Referring to the MSUM track team still got two
also qualified
people
in
members going to theNCAA
for the 2006 Division II Natonal Indoor Champi- front of her.
onships in Boston, Mass.
NCAA Division
It’s a tough
II Outdoor.
year for pole
“Basically, this
vaulting
year we (Brugger and Heath) women,” Heath said.
have worked on my runway
She debuted in style, capand making it more power- turing All-American honors
ful,” Brugger said. “After we at both the NCAA Division
get that down we are starting II Indoor and Outdoor
to work on more on the tech- Championships beyond being
nique in the air.”
decorated with Academic AllHensel’s jump of 4.02 meters American honors by the Track
(13-02 ¼.) at the NSIC Indoor and Field Coaches Association.

“

Lizzie Chinander / the advocate

Sophomore Jennifer Hensel is one of three MSUM polevaulters
going to the NCAA Division II National Indoor Championships.

Fellow vaulter Wiederich is a
two-time national qualifier in
the pole vault, two-time NSIC
Indoor and Outdoor pole vault
champ. Even though Wiedrich
was the No. 3 ranked vaulter
in the nation two years ago,
she has struggled to clear the
bars yet this season.
“In practice, she’s jumping
pretty much as high as Jen is,”
Heath said.
Wiedrich took last year off
to be a full-time student, fulltime employee and get married. Returning to the team
this year started as a challenge
to get into shape but became
even harder when she was in
a car accident in September
and a mishap in practice a few
months ago hurt her back.
“I’m not to where I would
like to be,” Wiedrich said. “I’m
improving every week to go

submittED photo

The entire MSUM track team is shown here. The women’s team placed 4th and the men placed 5th at the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference Indoor Championships.

there (nationals), and improve
is my goal.”
Just getting a chance to go
to nationals is a dream come
true for Roemer. As a transfer
from Bemidji State, Roemer
earned her bid to nationals
placing second in the high
jump with a 1.7 meters (507 ¼) performance during the
season. She is in a four-way tie
to be seeded 17th just at the
cut off line.
“I want to do well just to
show them it was worth it to
take me,” said Roemer, who
just two years ago missed
qualifying by one place.
She broke the conference
record in the 800 meters at the
NSIC Indoor Championships
along with a first place finishes in pentathlon and distance
medley relay to double the
points earned for the Dragons
over all her teammates.
The women’s pole vault
competition starts at 5:15 p.m.
on Friday with the men’s competition opening at 2:15 p.m.
on Saturday. High jump is at 3
p.m. Saturday.
“Our goal is just to get them
on the podium to prove that
all their hard work was worth
it,” Heath said.

Rohde can be reached
at rohdero@mnstate.edu
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Advocate editorial board
Lee Morris
Editor

Alyssa Schafer
Opinion Editor

Don’t worry,
you’ll be fine:
Debt will never
affect your life

It’s not like debt won’t be affecting you for the rest of
your life.
You’ll get out of college and be repaying your Perkins
loan for 10 or 20 years, and you’ll fall behind because
you have car payments, house payments and kids.
Yep, and you’ll wish you had thought about that in
college—when debt was first piling up. But you’re too
concerned with having a good time, taking some sips
of the tasty, traveling abroad or keeping up on your cell
phone bill. If only foresight were twenty-twenty.
At least you can join the club. Most students just
don’t keep track of how much debt they’re taking on
throughout college, according to Linda Tegtmeier of
the MSUM financial aid office.
It’s easy to let parents fill out loan paperwork, but students should keep a clear line of communication open
between themselves and Mom and Pop. It’s also easy
to ignore the accumulating grand total. Heck, it’s not
pasted on the top of your e-mail screen or even your
transcript. You might actually have to use a calculator
or your fingers to count. Oh, dear.
But it won’t get easier later on in life. Welcome to the
real world, where no one’s holding your hand.
The site www.nslds.ed.gov has the amount of any
federal loans students have taken out. There is no site
tracking private—including state—loans. Fortunately,
there is a site with a loan locator, that many lending
agencies participate with, at www.nslc.com.
Then again, why check it out when you’re probably too
busy spending your precious day watching TV? And
let’s not forget, you’re tired from all that academia.
Isn’t that just perfect?
This generation will have to carry more on their backs
than its predecessors, with a questionable economy,
retiring baby boomers and a tuition that will never stop
hopping up.
So, for the love of Roland Dille, figure out how much
debt you’re going to owe. You might feel better later.
Or, then again, you probably didn’t read this.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or
student body. The Advocate encourages Letters to the
Editor and Your Turn submissions. They should be
typed and must include the writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year in school or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m.
Monday and can be sent
to MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Letters to the Editor

Educate yourself, slurs
won’t be tolerated here
It is imperative in this day
and age to educate oneself
on the many different aspects
of diversity. Sociologists cannot agree on a clear definition
for “diversity,” but it includes
characteristics such as sex,
age, religion and race with the
list going on and on. Issues
of respecting diversity in this
country have recently come
under fire with Hollywood
stars. The most recent example
of this deals with the cast of
the celebrated drama “Grey’s
Anatomy.”
A main character on the
show, Isaiah Washington,
called homosexual actor T.R.
Knight a homophobic slur
during an on-set dispute in
October 2006.

Washington later repeated
the word during a backstage
interview at the Golden Globe
awards. This actor’s homophobic slurs caused Knight to
“come out” to People magazine when he was not yet prepared to.
It is each individual’s
responsibility to educate
themselves in different areas
of diversity in order to avoid
situations such as these. The
MSUM student senate is a
group that sees the importance
of becoming knowledgeable
of other people’s cultures and
lifestyles.
For this reason, they are
presenting the first Diversity
Week. This series of events
will be taking place March 19

to 24 in the CMU. Topics being
discussed include transgender
issues, religion, struggles with
disabilities, homelessness and
much more. The week is jampacked with not only presenters but also art exhibits and
films. The films range in topics
from the ancient art of Korea
to the impact of gay fatherhood on American culture.
Almost all events showcased at this fun, informative
week are free to the public. For
more information visit www.
mnstate.edu and click on the
Diversity Week link.

The articles about smoking
are starting to get old. Each
side believes in only the far
sides of the spectrum; nonsmokers want it banned on
campus completely and smokers say it’s their right to smoke.
Both sides have compelling
arguments toward the debate,
but I have a few more points
on the subject to round out the
two perspectives.
As a smoker, I feel I have
the right to smoke. But my
right only extends to the point
where mine infringes upon
somebody else’s and nonsmokers have the right not to
smoke, either through first- or
secondhand. An example of
this is having a loud party.
People have a right to have
others in their home, but if it
gets too loud where it starts
to bother a neighbor because
they cannot sleep, then the
right to entertain is lost.
There is a policy at MSUM
to stand at least 20 feet or

more from the entrance to a
building, where areas have
been marked. This policy is
there because the facilities
are smoke-free and this way
stray smoke is most likely to
stay out. This area is usually
marked by a receptacle, which
is there to deposit the filters
when finished. Here’s where
being courteous and responsible comes in.
If you smoke, stand at, or
further way than the designated area for smoking. If you
are standing next to the building because it is too cold or
windy, then either find a different location (such as the
other side of the building) or
don’t even light up. If you
cannot handle the weather for
the 3 to 5 minutes it takes to
smoke, then you shouldn’t be
smoking in the first place, then
make sure you throw your filter in a receptacle. They are
placed all over campus and
you can hold on to it for a few

extra moments until you pass
by one. How would you like
it if someone started throwing trash in your yard? You
go to this school, you should
take pride in the institution
you are gaining knowledge
from and help keep it looking
beautiful. Maybe it will result
in a few more kids enrolling,
which will ultimately help
keep tuition down.
I have one last issue: The
nonsmokers
complaining
about walking behind a
smoker. Get over it! The campus is large enough and has
enough paths to take for you
to stay far enough away from
the smoke. Or how about just
walking faster to go around
or slower to fall far enough
behind? The concentration of
smoke outside is far less than
inside a confined space, like a
restaurant.

Mikan Lovcik,
junior
student senator

Smoke if you like, but be respectful

Senior,
MSUM
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Political court jester loses his credibility
While promoting his new
book and a documentary
about his life, the populist
Ralph Nader suggested that
he would again run as an
Independent presidential candidate.
Since the 1950s, Nader has
been a tireless advocate for
campaign law reform, consumer safety, environmentalism, fair competition and
Congressional ethics. Through
his tireless activism and
work with numerous interest
groups, he is one of the few
Americans that it can be said
personally made the nation a
safer and better place to live.
Then in 1996, Nader decid-

ed that he could advance the
causes that he cared passionately about as a Green Party
presidential candidate.
The last time that a thirdparty candidate received a
single Electoral College vote
was in 1972, and the Electoral
College is all that matters in
our presidential elections.
Yet, each subsequent election
cycle, Nader enters the presi-

dential race as
an Independent
candidate promising that his
campaign will
somehow end
the tyranny of
the two-party
system.
Nader has to know that
he cannot win a presidential election and anything
he wants to see changed in
America, including campaign
law reform, is something that
will happen through interest
groups. Each time he runs
for president he loses a little
bit of his credibility because
he should know better. He

should know how to change
the system because he did it so
well throughout the decades.
Nader’s fault is that he
wants people to believe that
his frequent presidential runs
are the next logical step in his
campaign for a better America.
It is not. It might be if we
had the type of electoral system that Nader wants, but we
don’t, and we are not going
to get it by voting for a thirdparty candidate.
Instead, we have an imperfect and oftentimes unfair twoparty system that was a little
bit more perfect and fair when
we had Nader there to work
within the system to make

it better. Today, Nader has
become the court jester who
can still speak truth to power,
but is not taken seriously.
We need people like Nader
to be taken seriously because
much of what he says is entirely truthful. Yet, in our current
electoral system, truth can
be meaningful when backed
up by an interest group, but
never when it is backed up by
an independent or third-party
candidate.

Voting Green?
E-mail Brown
at browned@mnstate.edu.

Paranoid people
fear black men
Tolerance is an issue on campus

Spring break in F-M is not so bad
If you’re unfortunate enough
to be nuzzled into the snowy
Midwest during spring break,
here’s a list of ideas to ward off
boredom:
• Go to Chuck E. Cheese’s
and have a skee-ball tournament.
• Plan a theme party: anime,
sci-fi, video games, burlesque,
murder mystery, favorite actorfest, iron chef or something
else that you and your friends
have a common interest in.
• Check out Fargo’s downtown area. You’d be surprised
at how cool the stores are, how
great the food is, or how you
don’t have to elbow your way
around mothers using their
baby strollers or shopping carts
as weapons.
• If you are at your parents’
home for break, learn how to

make a dish that they are particularly good at. I’m going to
learn how to make my mother’s caramel rolls.
• Play sports? Learn to finally do that fancy trick you’ve
been watching the best players
do. It’s your turn to get the
attention.
• If you have never opened
up a High Plains Reader, now
is the time. Their calendar
of events is packed with fun
stuff.
• Go to The Avalon Events
Center at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday for
swing dance lessons, with an
open dance following. It’s $5
with student ID.
• If you are losing perspective on why you are in college,
now may be the time to put
together long-term and shortterm plans for obtaining your

goals. Remember those career
aptitude tests? You can try one
of those online for free.
• Get some exercise! Now is
the time to train for that Fargo
Marathon … or maybe just the
5K.
• Make a list titled “50 things
I want to do before I die,” and
then go out and do at least three
of them during the break.
In any case, don’t feel sorry
for not being in Mexico or
some other warmer locale. The
F-M area has much to offer,
and spring break will give you
ample time to take at least a
small portion of it in.
Ann Marie Stewart is
an Advocate Staff Writer.
Bored over break?
E-mail Stewart
at thoughtsandink@gmail.com

Feet stagger. Knees buckle. Eyes lower to the ground. Some
speed walk. Some take deep gulps. Some turn around until I
pass them by. They act as if my presence, alone, is going to batter them or rob them or rape them. “Hurry up and get away
from the big black man,” is what they think.
These actions take place when I’m walking on campus. These
actions are spurred from the societal paranoia of black men.
The television and the hip-hop industries have vilified and tarnished the image of black men.
It’s a shame some at MSUM display fear toward me when
I’m in the CMU or Flora Frick or Nemzek or Kise or Livingston.
I might be coming from class, minding my own business, and
someone I know may see me from a distance and then quickly
turn a corner or rush through a nearby door ... Do anything to
stay away from me.
This is a serious problem, one that really bothers me. I’m a
student like everyone else here. I pay tuition like everyone else
here. I’m entitled to respect like everyone else here.
The paranoia of this select group is even worse among
women. I’d be a very wealthy man if I got paid one dollar for
each time I spoke to women on this campus and they acted as
if they didn’t hear me.
America always complains that black men need to get college
educations. Problems as such discourage me because no matter
if I earn a Ph.D, I’ll still be treated like a menace.
I know people will say: “Oh, what is that guy talking about?
I treat everyone the same.”
Yeah, right. You treat those who don’t frighten you the same,
those whom you respect the same. Too bad I’m not one of
them.
Paranoid or progressive? E-mail Watson at watsonbr@mnstate.edu.
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Festival trifecta: Girls, films, awards
Film students, faculty display talent at Fargo Film Festival this weekend
By R. ROHDE / M. HEESCH
Section Editor / Staff Writer

As some people get ready
for sun, surf and 10 days without cracking a book, others are
munching popcorn, selecting
seats and gearing up for an allday movie marathon. The 7th
Annual Fargo Film Festival
started last night but continues all day through Saturday
at the historic Fargo Theatre.
The festival first opened its
gates in 2001 but began much
earlier as the brainchild of
Ted Larson. “Ted began film
studies here (at MSUM) and

Battle of the Bands

for many years, Ted was film
studies here,” film studies
professor Tom Brandau said.
Larson was the main person
behind the inspiration of a
local independent festival.
Unfortunately, Larson died
just four months before he
could see the realization of his
plans.
“It’s extremely important to
have an opportunity, a venue,
such as the Fargo Film Festival
that our students can take
advantage of simply because
it is an ongoing festival with
a very good reputation,”
Brandau said expressing that
in his mind,
it is the best
festival
in
this region.
M S U M
film
studies program
students and
faculty have
kept
with
Larson’s
example
by
consistently
getting involved
in multiple
aspects of the
annual soirée including
serving
as
judges, sitting
on the festival boards
and, for the
third
consecutive year,
managing the
additional
venue which
is the old
Ivers Funeral
H o m e
this
year.
Brandau,
himself, is a
board mem-

cary knudson / advocate photo illustration

The 7th annual Fargo Film Festival will be held at the Fargo Theatre this weekend. A second venue
will be held at the old Ivers Funeral Home at the intersection of Roberts Street and Fourth Avenue.

ber of the Fargo Theatre but
also a member of the Fargo
Film Festival committee and
this year the chair of the feature documentary category.
“It really allows our students to experience what it’s
like to not only work at a
festival like that but also to
be able to submit their work
to a festival of that caliber
and sometimes actually win
awards,” Brandau said.
In many ways the festival
gives the students an entry
into the professional world of
film production and certainly
one of the best entries into the
world of independent filmmaking.
Five projects associated
with the film studies program
have been selected to screen
at this year’s festival. A film
created in the advanced video
production class last semester, “Restoring Hope” by Gaib

Wimmer, Elijiah Larson, Brian
Heald and Andy Halling, won
the festival’s Prairie Spirit
Award. “This was a project
done to help promote some
of the outreach projects that
are being implemented locally
by the Habitat for Humanity
people,” Brandau said.
Wimmer also won another award for the film “They
Walk Among Us” submitted
by Wimmer, Amber Hagle and
John Pavlik, as a comedic mockumentary diving into zombie
rights issues. It won best comedy in the student category.
Other MSUM selections
include a film Brandau was
the associate producer of “The
Death of Poe,” as a drama
dealing with Edgar Allan Poe’s
final days. Dan Bruns, James
Keltgen and Kylee Unterseher
submitted their music video
“A Message.” Tony Tilton created a comedy about a group

of older men trying to save
their favorite hideout from
eager developers titled “Senior
Moments.”
“This was a very successful
year for our program in the
festival, not to mention the
students,” Brandau said.

Not grandpa’s cartoon

The festival is broken up
into several categories such
as documentary, narrative feature, narrative short, Native
American voices and student,
but one of this year’s largest
growths happened in the animation/experimental section.
Kyja Kristjansson-Nelson, fellow film studies professor,
was asked to chair that committee.
She explains that even
though they are billed together, they are considered separate categories.

FILM, back page

GREG LOCNIKAR / THE advocate

Attendance was scarce at Campus Activity Board’s Battle of
the Band competition from 3
to 8 p.m. March 2 in the CMU
Ballroom. Bands performing included: Venus in Furs, Mystical
Overtones, Jarafuho, Decomposeurs, Reborn and KockTaylors. Admission was $5 for the
general public and $3 for students with IDs.
Participants competed for honor, glory and the chance to play
at CABstock, CAB’s end of the
year event on May 1. Winners
from UG Unplugged will also be
featured at the event.
UG Unplugged is an acoustic
music competition for MSUM
students held periodically in
the Underground. It is free and
open to the public.
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Music students honor Dragon Tracks with “Reflections”
By TARVER MATHISON
Staff Writer

In a sense, the latest Dragon
Tracks has been 17 years in the
making.
The CD, which was released
Wednesday at MSUM’s first
Music Industry Summit, is
wholly written, recorded and
produced by MSUM music
students and faculty.
This Tracks, aptly named
“Dragon
Tracks
XII:
Reflections,” is a compilation
of nearly every other Dragon
Tracks CD that came before
it, stemming back to its beginnings in 1990.
“This Dragon Tracks has a
very distinctive sound,” said
music professor Ryan Jackson,
co-coordinator of Dragon
Tracks.
Teamed with music professor Simon Rowe, he supervised the audio production
class that mastered—and
remastered—the songs that
Rowe’s music industry class
chose.
The project was designed to
give students a hands-on experience in the music industry,
from composition to engineering to sales and marketing.
“The
students
sorted
through all the tracks from
earlier CDs,” Jackson said.
“They picked what they
thought best represented the

history of Dragon Tracks, and
the history of the production
process.”
Due to the 17-year span
of history the students chose
from, “Reflections” is indeed
an eclectic compilation.
The disk opens with
“Natural High,” a sliding
acapella from Dragon Tracks
II, and from there covers the
gamut of musical genres, from
the funk instrumental breakdown of “Gobble Stopper” to
the quirky but catchy poprock tune “Walter is Wendy
Now.”
Two songs, “Little Row of
Boxes” by Haley Rydell and
“Waterslide” by Noah Smith,
are new recordings, showcasing MSUM’s current talent.
Working with a compilation
album presented some unique
trials for the music production.
“When you deal with something like this, you have to
decide what techniques fit not
only the song, but the CD as a
whole,” Jackson said. “Despite
the challenges, everyone really
shined here. They all did great
at what they were supposed
to do.”
For more information about
Drago Tracks, visit www.
mnstate.edu/music/dragontracks.
Mathison can be reached
at inkblotscribe@gmail.com.

KMSC Beat Box

1. “New Magnetic
	Wonder”
by Apples 		
in Stereo

6. “Dashboard”
by Modest 		
Mouse

7. “Eisenhower”
2. “Alright, Still”
by The Slip
by Lily Allen
8. “The Evening
3. “Beijing To 		
	Owl”
Boston”
by Bright Light
by Brain failure/ 	Fever
	Big D and the
Kids Table
9. “Metermaids”
by Metermaids
4. “Supersunnyspeedgraphic” 10. “Over the 		
by Ben Folds
	Counter		
	Culture”
5. “All of a 		
by Tim Fite
Sudden I Miss
	Everyone”
by Explosions in
the Sky
Advocate
writers
wanted.
Meetings are at
4:30 p.m.
Mondays
in CMU 110.

Artsy Alternatives

Speaker

As a part of the ND Humanities Remele Fellows Speakers Series, David
Mills will present “Cold War in a Cold
Land: Fighting Communism in North
Dakota” at 7:30 p.m. today (Thursday)
in NDSU’s Beckwith Recital Hall. The
event is free and open to the public.

Theatre

At 9 p.m. Thursday NDSU students
will present seven plays in one evening in NDSU’s Walsh Studio Theater.
Admission is $3 or $1 with a canned
food item.

Celtic Festival

The Hjemkomst Center will host a
celebration of the culture of the seven
Celtic Nations from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday. This free event features the
history, arts and traditions of Brittany,
Cornwall, Isle of Man, Galicia, Ireland,
Scotland and Wales.

Presentation

Rita Slator of the Shimmy Sisters will
display belly dancing techniques from
1 to 4 p.m. Saturday at the Hjemkomst
Center.

Artist’s Den

Kim Bromley of the NDSU art department will discuss the contemporary
artist Jeff Koons at 10 a.m. Saturday at
NDSU Downtown.

Literary Event

Marty Essen, author of the book “Cool
Creatures, Hot Planet: Exploring the
Seven Continents,” will talk about
global warming and wildlife he encounters in his travels at 2 p.m. Saturday at Zandbroz Variety in Fargo.

St. Patrick’s Day Parade

This year’s parade will begin at 3 p.m.
March 17 at the Great Northern Brewery and travel south on Broadway,
ending before the railroad tracks on
Main Avenue. Downtown businesses
are gearing up with Irish food and
drink for all who come to celebrate this
traditional Irish holiday. Spectators
are encouraged to arrive early for this
family event and bring their enthusiasm, voices and Irish spirits.

Music

MSUM Concert Choir, conducted by
Paul Nesheim, will perform at 8 p.m.
March 19 at Our Redeemer Church,
1000 14th St. S., Moorhead.

Performing Arts

Clown, visual poet, vaudevillian and
comic Tomas Kubinek will present his
one-man show of absurd stories and
feats of nonsense at 7:30 p.m. March 20
in the Hansen Theatre as a feature of
MSUM’s Cheryl Nelson Lossett Performing Arts Series. For tickets, call the
MSUM Box Office at (218) 477-2271.

Campus Special

$7.99
Voted Best Pizza in Over 100 Markets

SOME JEWELRY SPEAKS
LOUDER THAN WORDS.
D ISTINCTIVE

A. J AFFE S IGNATURE .
HANDMADE BRIDAL JEWELRY CREATED WITH A PASSION

FOR PERFECTION .

AT

THE HEART OF EVERY

YOU WILL FIND THE

"A"

A. J AFFE

ORIGINAL

AND DIAMOND MARK ,

YOUR ASSURANCE OF STYLE AND QUALITY.

25th Street Market
1450 25th St. S., Fargo
(701) 237-6809
www.crownjewelsfargo.com
Monday - Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. & By Appointment

3 R’s of Livingston Lord Library
Research. Read. Relax.
Research using our:

Read & discover our:

Relax & enjoy our:

•One-on-one research help
•Online resources
•Reference assistance
•On-site computers
•Home access to databases

•Books on many topics
•Popular reading lounge
•Current news sources
•Group study spaces

•Student & regional art exhibits
•Updated, comfortable spaces
•Wireless internet access
•DVDs, music, & other media
•Convenient hours & location

www.mnstate.edu/library

For a limited time, buy one air/hotel package
and the second person flies free* from Fargo!
Packages available with over 35 of Las Vegas’ most exciting hotels.

* Offer based on a buy one (1) air/hotel package, get one (1) round-trip companion airfare for free. Minimum two (2) night air/hotel
package required. Companion travel must be on same itinerary as regular fare passenger. Must be purchased by March 21, 2007 for travel
between April 1, 2007 and Aug. 8, 2007. Offer not available-April 5-9, 15, 2007. Prices do not include PFC, segment tax or Sept. 11 security
fee of up to $10.40 per segment. A convenience fee of $7.50 per traveling customer will apply when booked at www.allegiantair.com or
through an Allegiant Air call center. Travel purchased through an Allegiant Air call center will cost an additional $5.00 per segment. A
checked baggage fee of $2 per bag, per segment will apply. A segment is defined as one take-off and one landing. Fares are non-refundable. Restrictions apply. Offer not valid on previously purchased tickets.

JOB# LAS 863-P • The Advocate • B/W • 4x5” MAR07

Now Hiring!
PT/FT Telesales
8 a.m.-9 p.m. M-F, & 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Sat.
No Cold Calling!
Exp. pref. but not req.
$9-$10/Hour Base Pay
Paid Training, Referral Bonus, Benefits!
Fun, Casual Work Environment!
Apply in person at

2829 S. University Dr. Fargo
(northwest corner of Am. Fam. Ins. Build.)
EOE

Students
Super Student Discounts Available

tan for

Moorhead

South 25th St.

North Fargo

TJ Maxx Plaza

233-4560

237-9104

293-6637

277-5912

2901 Frontage Rd. S

3051 25th St. S.

1119 19th Ave. N.

$

4340 13th Ave. SW

3

S. University

2607 S. University Dr.

237-9943

• After 8pm weekdays
• All day weekends
• Regular beds only
•Student ID required
Osgood

4265 45th S.

364-0100
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The cheer team made history with a third place finish at the Grand Champions at the UPA Americup last week.

Go, team, go

Cheerleaders bring home trophies
top five in the nation honors in the
jump-off category.
Sports Editor
The past three years the team has
The cheer team is more than just competed in an NCAA competition
pom-poms, weekend game appear- in Florida as a co-ed team but after
ances and girls in short skirts.
a lack of male interest this season,
Last week MSUM’s cheer team head coach Jennifer Toso-Kenna,
took home a second place finish in together with the team, decided to
the collegiate All-Girl division and change arenas and moved into the
third in the Grand Championships at all-girls division.
the United Performing
“That’s why we
Dedication. The
Association Americup
go
to UPA because
girls that ended
at the Convention
it
at
more of our
where we are, like
Center in Minneapolis. some were kicked off along
level but still there
the way, some couldn’t
The
red
squad
are D-I schools
competed
against handle it all along the way,
like the U of M
University
of but at the end I think those
and Iowa State,”
who were most deicated
Wi s c o n s i n - S t e v e n s
Mattison said.
sucessed”
Point, University of
Last year the
Minnesota and the
team
placed
Karen Mattison
Green Jackets from
fourth
in
the
co-ed
Co-captain of the cheer
Canada after another team explaining the biggest
team divisional.
team dropped out. accomplish the team made
The dance team
to reach nationals
After placing second in
has traveled to
the division, MSUM moved on to UPA in the
past but with a
the Grand Champions round where different style of dance than the
they competed against Division I cheer team.
and co-ed teams.
“We do a lot of stunting and
“MSUM has never gone to Grand tumbling with a little dance rouChampionships,” said co-captain tine, but it’s cheerleading motions
junior Karen Mattison.
and jumps,” Trenbeath said while
“We have never even been in explaining they perform back hand
the finals before so we made histo- springs instead of the cartwheels
ry,” added fellow co-captain senior and gymnastic moves of the dance
Britta Trenbeath.
team.
Trenbeath, Mattison and senior
Newly under the umbrella of the
Jenni Christensen also placed in athletic department, the Dragons
the individual competition, landing recruited the cheer coach from St.
By ROBYN ROHDE

“

lineup

Friday:
Wrestling at NCAA Division II
Nationals
Track at Indoor NCAA Division II
National Championships
Saturday:
Wrestling at NCAA II Nationals
Track at Indoor NCAA Division II
National Championships

March 14-16:
Swim at NCAA Division II Nationals
March 21:
Tennis vs. Mary
6 p.m.
March 23:
Tennis at St. Cloud State
6 p.m.
March 25:
Golf at Missouri Western Invitational

Cloud State to choreograph a routine this season.
“We hired him to come here and
he made our music mix and he
brought an assistant with him and
they choreographed out the whole
routine,” Trenbeath said.
The team learned the routine
during a weekend in October and
has been fine tuning and making
cuts on the team since.
The team also changed their
workout program this year by training at TNT Fitness every Sunday.
“At UPA you’re on a spring board
floor. … So, this year it helped us a
lot to actually practice on the spring
board floor,” Mattisan said while
explaining that some members of
the team learned to do tumbles on
the unforgiving surface of wrestling
mats.
The team will participate in the
Dragon Fire Walk-a-thon before
starting spring tryouts in April. The
team will have fall tryouts as well.
“I feel we left them at a good
place to where they can start next
year,” Mattiso n said of her and
Trenbeath’s final season.
“We have a name at UPA now
and they will be expecting us next
year.”

Rohde can be reached
at rohdero@mnstate.edu.

finish line
Tennis:
MSUM 9, Bemidji State 0
Singles: 1, Taborsky, MSUM, def. Lexcen
6-1, 6-0. 2, Milless, MSUM, def. Welu
6-7, 6-4. 3, Matheson def. Hoberg 4-6,
6-3. 4, Irina, MSUM, def. Kapsner 6-1,
5-7. 5, Benz, MSUM, def. Erickson 6-2,
6-1. 6, Helgeson, MSUM, def. Mapes
6-0, 6-2.

Doubles: 1, Milless/Quast, MSUM, def.
Welu/Hoberg 8-4. 2, Taborsky/
Matheson, MSUM, def. Lexcen/Mapes
8-3. 3, Cederberg/Buesing, MSUM, def.
Erickson/Kapsner 9-8.
MSUM 9, Minnesota-Crookston 0
Singles: 1, Taborsky, MSUM, def. Noah
6-1, 6-0. 2, Milless, MSUM, def. Houle
6-0, 6-0. 3, Benz, MSUM, def. Turner
6-0, 6-0. 4, Irina, MSUM, def.
Warren 6-1, 6-0. 5, Cederberg, MSUM,
def. Neenan 6-0, 6-0. 6, Pesta, MSUM,

def. Anderson 6-0, 6-0.
Doubles: 1, Quast/Helgeson, MSUM, def.
Noah/Houle 8-1. 2, Matheson/Buesing,
MSUM, Turner/Warren 8-0. 3, Parker/
Schafer, MSUM, def. Morin/Robinson
8-0.
Men’s basketball (13-15, 8-10 NSIC):
Northern State 68, MSUM 62
Women’s basketball (21-9):
Concordia-St. Paul 85, MSUM 77
MSUM 71, Northern State 55
MSUM 75, Upper Iowa 68
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Future
men hoops

could rest
on a knee
By LUKE HAGEN
Staff Writer

After losing in the first
round of the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
tournament to Northern State,
the Dragon’s men basketball
team walked off the court for
the last time of the season
and cleaned out their lockers. But beware next season
NSIC opponents … except
Winona who look to possibly
be National Champions.
Head coach Stu Engen says
every year a goal is to “finish
in the top four of the NSIC
and host a home tournament
game.” The Dragons could
have the potential to do that
next season.
I say “could” because of
three unfortunate knee injuries
that will force Kyle Nelson to
make a decision.
Suffering his third knee
injury at the beginning of the
season, Nelson thought that
his career would be over.
Instead, he got positive news
from doctors by Christmas
break and he decided to play
the remainder of the year.
Nelson would be a senior
on the team next season and
is currently “not sure” about
playing for the Dragons at
that time. But my question to
him is why play at the end of
this season and not the next if
you’re still eligible?
Not many people can say
they have been in the same
situation as Nelson (dismantling their knee three times).
Watching the games he
played in Nelson added the
emotion and intensity the
Dragons lacked without him.
He played well, adding points,
blocks and rebounds any time
he was on the court. Kyle has
shown he still has it and the
team really could use him, but
the decision is his.
The Dragons do have a lot
of talent on their team without
Nelson. Four of their starting
five will be returning, Blake
Strouth, Jamal O’Neal, Lee
Isaacson and Craig Williams.
They’ve also shown they can
be competitive with the top
two teams in the NSIC.
But with those four coming
back and then adding Nelson
in as a major roleplayer, the
Dragon men could finally be
as good as the women.

Hagen can be reached
at luke_hagen@hotmail.com.

After a late season slump, the Dragons banded together to earn a bid to the NCAA Divison II Regionals.

lizzie chinander / the advocate

women’s basketball

Fesenmaier joins club
By LUKE HAGEN
Staff Writer

The Dragon girls are headed back to the national stage.
After a rollercoaster week
playing in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
tournament, the Dragons
received the good news on
Sunday night. MSUM will be
facing UND at 3 p.m. Friday
in Grand Forks.
The NSIC tournament
kicked off on Feb. 28 when the
Dragons hosted Upper Iowa.
With recent losses at the end
of the Dragons regular season,
the women had a bit of a chip
on their shoulders going into
the first game.
In the first half, miscues by

MSUM gave Upper Iowa a reason to play hard. The Peacocks
led at halftime, 37-33.
The second half junior center Jessica Fesenmaier and
junior Allison Swenson took
over for the Dragons. With
about two minutes left in the
game, Fesenmaier threw a
shot up in the paint over the
defender and became only the
13th Dragon woman to score
1,000 career points.
By the end of the game the
two combined for 44 points
and the Dragons won the
game, 75-68.
“I thought those two played
perfect basketball (in the second half),” head coach Karla
Nelson said.
The Dragons traveled down

Jon lambert / the advocate

Jessica Fesenmaier scored her 1,000th career point in the Dragons opening round win of the NSIC tournament.

to the Gangelhoff Center in
St. Paul, Minn., for the semi
final game against Northern
State and the rest of the NSIC
tournament.
The Dragons jumped out
to an early 11-3 lead, but they
wouldn’t keep it. The Wolves
made an offensive run to tighten the score up before halftime
and it stayed that way until
there was seven minutes left
in the game.
Then the Dragons went off.
Senior guard Lindsey
Anderson helped MSUM go
on a 20-2 run in the last five
minutes of the game, making
sure it wasn’t her last game
with the Dragons. She led the
team with 12 points.
What proved to be mainly a
defensive game, MSUM shot
only 32 percent before halftime.
“The last 10 minutes of the
game we played some of our
best basketball that we have
played in a long time, and
Lindsey (Anderson) really
played like a senior should
play at the end of her season,”
Nelson said.
MSUM advanced to the
NSIC Championship game by
defeating Northern 71-55.
The Dragons lost to
Concordia-St. Paul for the
third time this season in the
NSIC Championship game,
85-77.
Both teams were pumped
up to start the game, playing
fast and physical. Swenson
was in foul trouble early and
had only six minutes and two
points in the first half.
The Golden Bears were hot
from beyond the three-point
line in the first half shooting
7-11 from beyond the arch and
more than 55 percent from the
floor.
At halftime MSUM was
down 47-31.
“At halftime I told the team

they had to play with more
passion and energy,” Nelson
said.
To begin the second half
Concordia-St. Paul grabbed
an 18-point lead, their largest of the game, but then the
Dragons stepped on the accelerator and turned up the passion and energy.
MSUM slowly knocked the
lead down with exciting threepoint plays, steals for lay ups
and heading to the foul line
often.
The Dragon’s sophomore
center Meghan Rettke battled
in the post with the NSIC
women’s player of the year,
Amanda Behnke, and finished
the game with a double-double, helping the Dragons with
15 points and 10 rebounds.
Behnke was the game’s high
scorer with 21 points.
MSUM made it a five-point
game with a minute and a half
left, but the women just ran
out of fuel.
Swenson and Rettke led the
Dragons with 15 points and
were named to the all tournament team announced after
the game.
MSUM finished the season
ranking eighth in the NCAA
Division II North Central
Region. Earlier this season the
MSUM lost to UND, 84-61.
“We know their team very
well. We’re going to have to
play at a high level for the full
40 mintues,” Nelson said.
Hagen can be reached
at luke_hagen@hotmail.com.

It’s not easier to quit smoking after college. It’s harder.
Research shows most college grads who smoke find it harder to quit after college...not easier.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN
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Place for Rent
APARTMENTS FOR RENT.
Summer or school yr. ‘07-08. 1,2,3
& 4 bedrooms. 1-4 people. Also,
efficiency and roommates. Located
between campuses and north of
campus. 218.236.1143
One bedroom, security, quiet, no
parties! Heat- water paid, miniblinds, ceiling fan, A/C, spotless,
certified crime/drug free housing.
No pets. References and lease
required.
(218) 346-6584 or (701)371-7435
AMBER VALLEY (behind Old Chicago in Fargo) Twinhome, 3
bdrm, 2 bath, attached double garage, Washer/Dryer,
dishwasher, no smoking or pets.
$995+utilities, Dec
through May, negotiable. 701-2988104
1220 14th St N, Mhd – 4 bdrm, 1
bath, attached garage,
hardwood floors, dishwasher,
Washer/Dryer, fenced
brick patio area. $895+utilities, lease
now through
Apr/May. 701-298-8104
January- One and Two Bedroom.
Security, Heat -water paid, Quiet,
NO PARTIES, A/C, mini-blinds with
plugins. Certified Crime/Drug Free
Housing. No pets. 701-371-7435 or
218-346-6584
Immaculate house for rent.
4bd, 2ba large yard, 4season porch,
1 block from msum campus available
immediately
$1100/mo call 701-200-3068
First floor apt, 2 blks. from MSUM.
Heat paid. No Pets. MCFMHP $325
per month. (218) 233-1224 Available
Jan. 1st
Walk to MSUM! Newly remodeled, 2
bdrm apt, available Mar 1! 701-4912530.
Walk to MSUM! Newly remodeled, 2
Across from MSUM! JUNE 1 Huge
4BR 2BA house. dishwasher, free
laundry, parking. 807 10th St. S.
$1180/month; $1180 Deposit; no
pets; tenants pay utilities.
Call 218-329-1308.
1 Female Roomate Needed!
In 2BDR 2BA Apt. Available immediately in South Moorhead near
campus. 2900 17th St S.#107
Rent is $270.00 per month with everything included except for electric.
This is a ground floor unit in a security building. If you have ANY
questions or would like to see
it, please give Heather a call @
(970)331-6946
Housemate, open floor plan,
backyard, big kitchen, free laundry
and wireless, flexible lease, $300
plus utilities. Call Jamie at 701-2122315.
Large 2 bedroom apts. available
starting June or Aug. 1st. Summer
rats of $300.00/month for June, July,
Aug. on a 1yr. lease. School year
rates $425.00 - $460.00. heat and
water pd. These go fast, reserve
yours now! Call Jon at 218.790.4866
for appointment to view.

Classifieds

Help Wanted

Account Executive
Minnesota Public Radio
Minnesota Public Radio (MPR) is
looking for an Account Executive for
our Moorhead office. The Account Executive is responsible for all aspects
of generating underwriting revenue
at MPR. Duties include: secure new
funders for MPR’s 6 programming
services (Classical Music, News &
Information, National Programs, 89.3
The Current, Online & Live Events) to
meet new income targets; service, renew & increase funding levels of current clients to meet both new income
& renewal rate targets; assist with
other development & marketing activities as assigned. Reqs: minimum
of 3 years sales exp in public broadcasting, other media, or intangibles;
proven track record of successfully
meeting income targets through both
prospecting & client upgrades.
To apply, go to http://americanpublicmedia.pulicradio.org/careers/ & clink
on the job openings link or submit a
resume & cover letter to jobs@mpr.
org. EOE

Services
AMBER VALLEY (behind Old
ChiFeeling lost? Find clarity with
Chan-Ri, a new technique combining Reiki, Tarot and Chakra Clearing.
Special student rate $40 (regular
rate is $60). Contact Sheri (701)3670350 or sheri@astrowork.com for
more information and to schedule an
appointment.
Students enrolled at MSUM have
selected a campus with an excellent reputation for high educational
standards. As a Tri-College consortium member, MSUM students have
additional benefits by having access
to the Tri-College course exchange
program with Concordia and NDSU.
This allows students greater diversity; more schedule flexibility or the
ability to take a class that just sounds
fun. Students have this access at no
additional cost and they can register
right here on campus. For more
information contact your advisor or
check it out on the website at

For Sale
2 bedroom, 1 bath bi-level condo for
sale. Close to MSUM & Concordia!
Attached garage, newer appliances,
nicely decorated. $89,700. 1219
7th st. s. Moorhead.
Call 763-755-7700

1435 University Drive S • Fargo, ND 58103

Relocating March 31 to 4377 15th Ave S, Fargo

CLASSES STARTING
January
March

May
July

September
November
Day and Evening Courses Available

ENROLL TODAY! 701.478.1772
www.thesalonprofessionalacademy.com
COSMETOLOGY • ESTHETICS • NAILS • MASSAGE
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When I’m at the bar I like to smack myself in the face a few times with a good claw hammer. So what? Who am I hurting? Or the other
day I was walking along with Joe and he pulled out a shiny ball-peen model. Man, we just went to town with that baby. But what of it? I don’t
plan on being one of those life-long hammerers. I’ll just quit after I graduate by tapering off with some of those small rubber mallets.

film, from page 8
“For example we don’t
mean that it’s experimental
animation nor is it animated experimental kind of like
when you say it’s a comedic
drama,” explains KristjanssonNelson. “They are two separate things.”
Although past festivals have
had the experimental category,
they have not shown a film
from that selection until this
year. Determined to fill the
category, Kristjansson-Nelson
“put out the word to a lot
of different communities of
artists around the world and
asked them to send in their
work and our submission
numbers went up.”
Those who responded were
largely credible people who
have screened at such locations as the Paris Biennial,
the Museum of Modern
Art in New York, former
Guggenheim fellows, the New
York Underground Festival
and Ann Arbor Festival.
She said, “Its one thing to
get just a lot of submissions
but its another to get submissions from professionals who
have really set themselves
apart in that field.”
This year’s dynamic is also
a bit different; as it happens
all the experimental work
being screened was created by
women and all the animation
work by men.
“I am really excited for people in this community to get
to see work like this because
there’s no venue for it here,”
said
Kristjansson-Nelson
about how the F-M area is not
actively bringing in film and
video artists who work with
the material as a fine art more
so than traditional narrative
film.
Overall, the films in the
festival this year are a number of themes ranging from
humanitarianism to murderous games.
“Within the experimental
program … some things are
funny, some things are heartbreaking, but there’s a lot of
identity and pieces about sexual abuse, political positions,
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submiitted photo

Former MSUM student Michael Stromenger checks light readings during the filming of “Senior Moments,” directed by Tony Tilton, which
is showing at the Fargo Film Festival at 2 p.m. Satuday in the Roberts Street Venue.

but it’s a really strong program,” she said while explaining there is a piece with a rat
dressed up in a confirmation
outfit.
“Fargo-Moorhead is going
to be turned upside down for
the morning of Saturday from
9:30 to 12 o’clock.”

Girls, girls, girls

Another first for the festival
this year is an Illuminating
Women
Panel
today
(Thursday) at noon with a
luncheon included. Melody
Gilbert, a filmmaker and professor at the University of
Minnesota, Judy Irola director
of “Cine Manifest,” which is
being shown in the festival,
and Mary Trunk, a filmmaker
are presenting.
“The panel is just kind of
talking about women in the
business, women filmmakers,
what they do and mainly an

opportunity for the community to come ask them questions about what they do,”
said Kristjansson-Nelson, who
is mediating the event.

Mini movies

Under the umbrella of the
Fargo Film Festival is the TwoMinute Film Festival in its
fourth consecutive year. Each
year offers a wide variety of
films from the filmmakers
of the Fargo-Moorhead area.
This year is no different. The
2007 Two Minute Film Festival
features a variety of short
movies with genres ranging
from zombie films to comedy
to film noir.
Formed in 2004 by Greg
Carlson, the mini-festival
serves as an exercise for local
auteurs to see the fruits of
their labor appear on the big
screen. It also serves as a challenge. The two minute time

angela schneider / the advocate

Former MSUM students Kak Lee, left, and Michael Stromenger worked on the narrative feature “One In
Nine” which is showing at 9 p.m. on Friday at the Roberts Street Venue.

constraint is harder than you
would imagine. Each film must
contain a story that wraps
itself up in that two minutes,
and that includes credits. To
those not entering the festival,
just going to watch the hourlong event is well worth it.
“It’s a heck of a deal,” said
Tucker Lucas, a Fargo Theatre
worker. “You get almost 30
movies in an hour and it’s
free.”
Both those entering or just
viewing the festival can see
all the films at the Roberts
Street venue in the old Ivers
buildings at 8 p.m. Friday. The
winner of the festival will also
have their film viewed at the
Fargo Theatre during the closing ceremonies on Saturday.
Lucas added, “The festival
will definitely be the most fun
thing you and your mother
will see this year.”

The next generation

When the festival rolls
around this weekend, not just
those who submitted a film
into the competitions will be
the only students involved.
For the duration of the festival, more than 30 MSUM film
studies students will be volunteering their time into operating the secondary venue in the
old Ivers building, which is
right behind the Fargo Theatre
on Roberts Street. This additional venue will allow for a
greater variety of films to be
shown that just one location
could not handle.
“Students in our program
are an integral to the running
of the second venue,” said
Brandau. “They are involved
with all of the elements of
planning. (The students) figure out where all the equipment has to go, what the decorations of the venue are going
to look like, the schedule for

which students are manning
that venue from day to day
during the festival. It’s not that
they just show up and work,
some of them are involved in
more detail.”
Many of the volunteers that
are helping with the festival
are actually getting practicum
credit for doing so, adding an
extra incentive to be involved.
So far, other practicum opportunities this year have included participating in the filming
of various poetry events, as
well as smaller video projects.
Outside of practicum, some
film studies students will have
the chance to participate in
“Buick Rivera,” an independent film shooting in Fargo
later in March.
Other tasks students perform at the Roberts Street
venue range from acting as
hosts to all the visitors, to
operating the projection system, as well as setting up and
tearing down the facility. This
last weekend, all of the students labored away setting
up tables and chairs for the
luncheons and a large screen
for the viewings, as well as
decorating the building with
movie posters from many different eras of film.
”Having a festival of this
quality so close by really gives
our students a unique opportunity to come into direct contact with filmmakers from not
only from across the country, but all over the world.
That in of itself is an invaluable opportunity for them.”
Brandau said: “It’s the kind
of thing you really can’t put a
price tag on. It’s an opportunity that many film students
don’t have at other universities.”
Contact us
at advocate@mnstate.edu.

